From Data Security to Data Protection

**Abstract**: Data security is nowadays a central element in our society. Consequently, the protection of personal data no longer appears to be just a trivial and tedious regulatory compliance requirement, but a bulwark to protect certain fundamental values of living in the European Union. The seminar will delve into the main topics related to privacy and data protection, also highlighting the regulatory requirements resulting from a personal data breach.

**Lecturer short bio**: Stefano Mele is regarded as one of the most authoritative experts in the field of ICT, Privacy & Cybersecurity Law in Italy and abroad. Stefano has over twenty years of experience in his field and has provided assistance in important and complex transactions, in multiple jurisdictions in the field of new technologies and privacy, as well as on cybersecurity and in crisis management following cyber attacks. Stefano graduated in Law in 2002 from the University of Foggia and obtained a Master's on “Cyber Law and e-commerce” in 2003 and a PhD on “General doctrine in Italian, European and Comparative Administrative and Private Law” in 2008. He is Adjunct Professor of “Cyberspace Law and Politics for National Security” at the University of Foggia. He is a member of the Board of Directors and President of the Cyber Security Commission of the Italian Atlantic Committee; President of the “Cybersecurity Working Group” of the American Chamber of Commerce in Italy (AmCham). In 2020 he was invited to attend the prestigious International Visitors Leadership Program (IVLP) by the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs.

Microsoft Teams link: [https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3aaKasC8I_4_Ag4wV0L9eQO-QPm5gy1NAPDdx8FTjz44g1%40thread.tacv2/1635162404337?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22%22Id%22%3a%22fcee26a-bb62-46b0-b1e3-28f9da0c45fd%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%22e7d8abb-b0ea0-45c6-91ac-82940c3f1edd%22%7d](https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3aaKasC8I_4_Ag4wV0L9eQO-QPm5gy1NAPDdx8FTjz44g1%40thread.tacv2/1635162404337?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22%22Id%22%3a%22fcee26a-bb62-46b0-b1e3-28f9da0c45fd%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%22e7d8abb-b0ea0-45c6-91ac-82940c3f1edd%22%7d)
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